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With the new SGA E-Board diving right into the

deep end of projects and ideas, one thing we want to

do is a newsletter. SGA has a weekly video news

series, "SGA's Campus Connect," in Fall & Spring, but

we wanted to take it further. Talks of a little

something called "The Gull's Cry" were mentioned

throughout conversations of reminiscence of GCSC.

With that, there has been a noticeable silence from

The Gull's Cry since 2014. As a homage to "The Gull's

Cry," SGA is letting it soar once again! Upcoming

events, SGA projects & updates, and all things

student life you can look forward to! 
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If you are a frequent visitor of the Student Lounge

& Game Room in SUW, you may have seen the

garden & outdoor patio. The previous Garden Club

on campus used the space for planting, but they

have since relocated their workspace. Hoping to

have more outdoor lounge space on campus, SGA

got to work cleaning up the area over the summer.

Once the Fall semester begins, SGA E-Board will

propose an allocation to SGA to cover the-

If you're a frequent participant at the SGA events,

then we have exciting news for you! All of the SGA

events for the Fall semester are organized. This

school year, expect more cultural inclusivity, free

food, and big prizes that you won't want to miss.

Make sure to sign up for text alerts by texting

"GCEVENTS" to 79516 so you never miss an event.

Look forward to new and exciting activities on

campus, and if you would like to help you can

contact SGA Event Coordinator Marisa Weiman at

sga.events.gcsc@gmail.com to find out how. 
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cost of outdoor furniture, an overhead sail, and other

amenities. What would you like to see in the outdoor

lounge? Contact SGA Secretary, Elly Williams, at

sga.secretary.gcsc@gmail.com.
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As we begin the hurricane season this is a

reminder to make sure you go over your

preparedness plans and have a hurricane kit

on hand. Gulf Coast State College is

constantly monitoring weather-related issues

and will communicate any changes through

your Gulf Coast email or the emergency alert

system. Please make sure you sign up for Gulf

Coast State College Emergency Alert system

through the following link:

https://gulfcoast.omnilert.net/subscriber.php

Be safe!
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Contact SGA:
 

Online Engagement Officer, Millie Lamb:
sga.onlineengagement.gcsc@gmail.com

 
President, Sophie Theiss:

sga.president.gcsc@gmail.com
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